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      August   2020       

Committee Meeting notes for June / July

The year is flying past but we were able to hold our Annual General Meeting on
23rd June. This went well with 17 members attending and business was attended 
to with a good spirit. The audited financial statement was presented and accepted 
and annual subscriptions set at the same rate as last year. 
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These are $55.00 for ordinary Senior Members, $35.00 for Junior and Country 
Members, and $60.00 for Family Membership. A number of members have already
paid their subscription and other members are reminded that all subscriptions are 
now due. These go towards paying for the Club running costs and your prompt 
attention would be appreciated.

Election of Officers was carried out and the current Officers and Committee are
as follows:

Patron - Office of the Mayor of Marlborough
Hon. Solicitor - Mr P. Radich
Hon. Auditor - J. Bolton
President - P. Gibbison
Vice President - 
Secretary - N Wood
Treasurer - N. Wood
Committee - C. McMillan (Flying Sect rep)

R. Perkinson 
J. Bolton (Engineering Sect rep)
R. Gleeson (Boating Sect rep)

Brayshaw Park Rep - N. Wood
Deputy Rep - J. Bolton
Newsletter / Website Editor - C. McMillan
Librarian -
Recording Officer - R. Ashwell
MEANZ Rep - R. Perkinson
Boiler Committee - W. Holdaway

P. Robinson
J. Bolton
N. Wood

Our thanks go to Mark Taylor and Colin Grocott who were standing down after 
terms of serving on the Committee. We appreciate their contribution to the 
administration and running of the Society.

The winter months have been cold but there has been a lot of maintenance 
work carried out in spite of the weather. A list of routine tasks, repairs required, and
other projects was compiled and this list is gradually being worked through. 

Nigel Wood
Secretary / Treasurer
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Engineering Section Meeting 21 July 2020
It was good to get together for a catch-up and conversation about various 

topics. 

Mark Taylor showed us one of the steam operated cylinder drain valves he has 
been making for the 7 1/4”g A3 loco. This was started during lock-down but held 
up for small O rings not being available.

Lawrence Brehaut steam chest
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Lawrence Brehaut showed the fabricated steam chest he is making for his 7 1/4”g 
NZR Q locomotive, as well as the axle driven displacement water pump. This looks
rather interesting and it will be good to see how effective it will be. John Bolton 
advised that the Nelson Society was in the process of laying 5” gauge track inside 
the current 7 1/4” ground level track and that they were looking for assistance. A 
number of our members were interested in helping and 5 of us went to Nelson on 
Friday 24th for the day. The Nelson members said they appreciated the help and 
the progress that was made during the day.

A birthday party train run is planned for Sunday 2nd August to be followed by 
our regular month running.

On Sunday 23rd August the Park would be open to the Public for the annual 
Cancer Society fund raising and we will be offering train rides as our contribution.

Working Bees have been making inroads in the tasks list.
A project involving amalgamating operation of the Raised track and Ground 

Level track systems has been proposed but needs discussion. We do not have the
manpower to operate two stations simultaneously and members are asked to bring
ideas to the next meeting.

It is good to see Mark’s new electric locomotive painted and operating. It runs beautifully and 
Mark is very pleased with it.

Nigel
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 Boating Section 
I spent a very pleasant afternoon at the pond last Sunday, with eight yachts quietly
moving around the pond, it was the first time I had been to there in months. I've 
had a lot of things to do at home recently so hopefully I can get there more 
regularly.
As far as I know boating has been quietly proceeding with all the usual things 
happening.
Ray has been busy scooping out the buildup from the bottom of the pond and it 
looks quite good. There has been a lot of boats built and being built recently so it 
will be good to see some new models on the pond.

Our monthly meetings have recommenced and it's good to catch up and have a 
chat. Our next Section meeting is this Thurs Aug 6th, 7.30 at the clubrooms.
Philip.

We are suffering a bit from the winter calm weather. That is, little or no wind. The 
following boat pics illustrate the calmness. Have not been able to do much 
meaningful racing as a result. Hopefully this will change as spring gets closer.
Pond is in good condition with leaf litter easier to control as there is a lot less of it. 
Waders, scoop and reasonable tolerance of cold water also being beneficial. Tree 
control is affecting both the amount leaves in the pond in a positive way, and 
reducing the wind disturbance slightly.
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Dave’s trawler. A lock-down product. Proof that old fashioned “carved from solid” 
still works.

Terry’s lock-down boat on the water. Named “Wind Chaser”. Sits well in the water 
and sails well.
Ray.
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Flying Section 
The AGM was very late due to Covid 19 but now has been and gone,  am still on 
the committee and continue to represent the flying section (full details of MAMS 
officials earlier in the newsletter). The subscriptions have been set, and are the 
same as last year, $55 ordinary member, $60  family membership, and $35 for 
Junior and country members. Subs are now due if you have not paid already.

We have had some wonderful flying days over the last month or two, frosty 
mornings and nice calm days.

Trev’s  Cargo Plane  on a frosty morning.

Some of Raz’s aircraft, the centre one   belongs to his son Robert.

It was great to see Raz out flying with his son Robert flying on the buddy-box, well 
done young Robert.
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I flew with the Glider fliers out at Quaildale on the last Sunday in July as it was 
the last chance to fly the F5J NDC contest set for that month. The weather was not
ideal so it was challenging for everyone and by some miracle I managed to get the
highest score for our group on the day, I don’t know how that happened. Quaildale 
will not be available for the next few months for the lambing season.

Glider fliers at Quaildale 26th July (Thanks Trev)

I hope to start the summer Slope soaring sessions when daylight saving starts 
again at the end of September but have yet to confirm access with the land 
owners, I will let everyone know via email nearer the time.

For anyone interested there is a MFNZ  fly-in at Lake Forsyth (Float and Field)
Saturday, August 29th  and 30th

⋅ 9:00am – 4:00pm. I went last year and was very
impressed, they had four flight lines operating, Float planes, Fixed wing airstrip, 
helicopters, and 3D aerobatics (Foamies). See the events calender at  
https://www.modelflyingnz.org/  for details.
 (Carl McMillan)

The Soaring Scene

The soaring group are getting back into their stride again now that the lockdown 
has become a thing of the past  (hopefully to stay that way) and there have been 
some outstanding performances in the NDC events we have flown.  Given that 
almost everyone in the group is flying a relatively unfamiliar model as they step up 
to bigger, more capable aircraft, that does say a bit about rising skill levels, 
especially since the top flyers in the country have become a lot more involved this 
year.
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I think this is partly because our success nationally over the past couple of years 
has seen some of the bigger clubs a bit embarrassed and determined to knock us 
over, and partly because the pandemic has shut down the opportunities to fly in 
big competitions overseas, leaving our best flyers with time on their hands.
 Whatever it is, most of the events we fly see us banging heads with some of the 
best model pilots on the planet, and sometimes with success.

Here’s an example where everyone flies the same model in the one make Radian 
class.  Kevin Botherway, Joe Wurts and Dave Griffin are the current World 
Champion team in F5J, the main electric soaring class, and although I presume we
had better weather than the Hawkes Bay guys when this was flown, it still feels 
good to have them behind us. A maximum score in this event is 1410 so the 
conditions were less than ideal here as well. I won’t bore you with multiple lists of 
the NDC events we have flown in the last couple of months, suffice it to say that 
we continue to hold our own nationally but it’s not getting any easier. 

1 84 ALES Radian Class P Garry Morgan
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1362

2 84 ALES Radian Class P Phil Pohio 093 Waimak Radio Flyers 1352

3 84 ALES Radian Class P Rex Ashwell
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1341

4 84 ALES Radian Class P Phil Sparrow
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1339

5 84 ALES Radian Class P Kevin Botherway 018 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1338

6 84 ALES Radian Class P Carl McMillan
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1331

7 84 ALES Radian Class P Phil Elvy
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1326

8 84 ALES Radian Class P Joe Wurts 018 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1293

9 84 ALES Radian Class P Trev Faulkner
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1275

12 84 ALES Radian Class P Dave Griffin 009 Christchurch M A C (INC) 1211

11 84 ALES Radian Class P Peter Smith
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1210

12 84 ALES Radian Class P Stuart Morrish 018 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1203

13 84 ALES Radian Class P Brian Mogford
022 Marlborough Associated 
Modellers (INC) 1178

14 84 ALES Radian Class P Rodger Owers 009 Christchurch M A C (INC) 1154

15 84 ALES Radian Class P Andrew Hiscock 018 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 1067

16 84 ALES Radian Class P Allan Knox 009 Christchurch M A C (INC) 970

17 84 ALES Radian Class P Peter France 009 Christchurch M A C (INC) 853

18 84 ALES Radian Class P Barry Kerr 018 Model Flying Hawkes Bay Inc 796
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As in previous years we have been privileged to be able to fly at Quaildale in the 
Waihopai Valley and we have had several good days out there, mainly on 
Sundays.  We were getting squeezed for time while waiting on a decent day to fly 
the last July NDC competition and most of the group turned up last Sunday (the 
26th) to fly F5J at Quaildale.  As the photo shows it was a beautiful day, although 
lift was particularly elusive and scores were a little disappointing.  Carl McMillan 
showed the rest of us how to do it though, ignoring the handicap of flying by far the
smallest model present. On a day when we were all working hard for every second
it was a great display by Carl as bigger models certainly have a distinct advantage 
in most conditions.

To understand the scores below you need to know that in F5J the aim is to fly for 
10 minutes (1 point per second flown) then do a spot landing (50 points if less than
1 metre from the spot, diminishing by 5 points for each additional metre).
 Maximum motor run time is 30 seconds and you can climb as high as you like in 
this time, the catch being a penalty of 1/2 a point for each metre of altitude up to 
200 metres and 3 points for each metre above 200 metres.  Models are limited to 
4 metres wingspan but otherwise there are few rules so it’s a fairly simple contest 
with a major risk and reward theme. Obviously the object is to fly the target time 
from the lowest launch you can, but try too low and you’ll be down in no time (see 
my first flight).
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Event 87 - F5J

Carl McMillan MFNZ #8446

Flight 1 Time - 6:56 Points - 416 Landing - 25 Climb - 172 metres   Penalty -  86.0    Total:   416 
+ 25 -  86.0 =  355.0
Flight 2 Time - 9:30 Points - 570 Landing - 45 Climb - 171 metres   Penalty -  85.5   Total:   570 +
45 -  85.5 =  529.5
Flight 3 Time - 9:41 Points - 581 Landing - 45 Climb - 186 metres    Penalty -  93.0   Total:   581 
+ 45 -  93.0 =  533.0
Flight 4 Time-  8:20 Points - 500 Landing - 40 Climb - 163 metres   Penalty -  81.5   Total:   500 +
40 -  81.5 =  458.5
  1876.0

Rex Ashwell MFNZ #10746

Flight 1 Time - 3:51 Points - 231 Landing - 50 Climb -   62 metres   Penalty -  31.0   Total:   231 +
50 -  31.0 =  250.0
Flight 2 Time - 9:37 Points - 577 Landing - 45 Climb - 207 metres   Penalty -121.0   Total:   577 +
45 -121.0 =  501.0
Flight 3 Time - 9:58 Points - 598 Landing - 50 Climb - 132 metres    Penalty -  66.0   Total:   598 
+ 50 -  66.0 =  582.0
Flight 4 Time - 8:18 Points - 498 Landing - 45 Climb - 132 metres   Penalty -  66.0   Total:   498 +
45 -  66.0 =  477.0 

    1810.0

Phil Sparrow       MFNZ #12385

Flight 1 Time - 6:39 Points - 399 Landing - 35 Climb - 148 metres   Penalty -  74.0    Total:   399 
+ 35 -  74.0 =  360.0
Flight 2 Time - 9:55 Points - 595 Landing - 20 Climb - 169 metres   Penalty -  84.5   Total:   595 +
20 -  84.5 =  530.5
Flight 3 Time - 9:49 Points - 589 Landing - 40 Climb - 233 metres    Penalty -199.0   Total:   589 
+ 40 -199.0 =  430.0
Flight 4 Time-  7:59 Points - 479 Landing - 50 Climb - 166 metres   Penalty -  83.0   Total:   479 +
50 -  83.0 =  446.0 

  1766.5
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Phil Elvy MFNZ #11020

Flight 1 Time - 7:25 Points - 445 Landing - 50 Climb - 153 metres   Penalty -  76.5   Total:   445 +
50 -  76.5 =  418.5
Flight 2 Time - 6:56 Points - 416 Landing - 50 Climb - 165 metres   Penalty -  82.5   Total:   416 +
50 -  82.5 =  383.5
Flight 3 Time - 8:15 Points - 495 Landing - 45 Climb - 177 metres    Penalty -  88.5   Total:   495 
+ 45 -  88.5 =  451.5
Flight 4 Time - 7:34 Points - 454 Landing - 40 Climb - 146 metres   Penalty -  73.0   Total:   454 +
40 -  73.0 =  421.0 

  1674.5

Garry Morgan MFNZ #12386

Flight 1 Time - 5:20 Points - 320 Landing - 50 Climb - 132 metres   Penalty -  66.0   Total:   320 +
50 -  66.0 =  304.0
Flight 2 Time - 8:29 Points - 509 Landing - 25 Climb - 162 metres   Penalty -  81.0   Total:   509 +
25 -  81.0 =  453.0
Flight 3 Time - 6:49 Points - 409 Landing - 50 Climb - 188 metres    Penalty -  94.0   Total:   409 
+ 50 -  94.0 =  365.0
Flight 4 Time - 9:58 Points - 598 Landing - 50 Climb - 204 metres   Penalty - 112.0   Total:   598 
+ 50 -112.0 =  536.0 

  1658.0

Trev Faulkner  MFNZ #12387

Flight 1 Time - 8:07 Points - 487 Landing - 45 Climb - 228 metres   Penalty -184.0    Total:   487 
+ 45 -184.0 =  348.0
Flight 2 Time - 9:53 Points - 593 Landing - 40 Climb - 235 metres   Penalty -205.0   Total:   593 +
40 -205.0 =  428.0
Flight 3 Time - 9:10 Points - 550 Landing - 00 Climb - 212 metres    Penalty -136.0   Total:   550 
+ 00 -136.0 =  414.0
Flight 4 Time - 7:07 Points - 427 Landing - 00 Climb - 197 metres   Penalty -  98.5   Total:   427 +
00 -  98.5 =  328.5 

  1518.5

Another interesting thing occurred at Quaildale when at one stage there were four 
Morgan models in the air at once, flown by Garry Morgan, Peter Smith, Chris 
Richards and Trev Faulkner.  As Garry has continued his development work the 
superseded models have been acquired by others in the group, resulting last 
Sunday in almost 16 metres of Garry’s work gliding serenely around the sky.  It will
be at least another two months before that can happen again at Quaildale as they 
have shut access down in preparation for lambing, so we hope that Tuamarina can
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produce the kind of conditions we need to foot it with the opposition for the 
remainder of the NDC season.

Here’s Trev Faulkner prepping his Morgan for flight recently.  Trev had a couple of 
major crashes with this model shortly after acquiring it but seems to have sorted 
out the problems and is now flying it very well.  It’s not a pretty sight to see a 
model this size plunge into the ground, especially if the reason can’t be found, and
it’s taken a lot of work to return it to good flying condition - hopefully there will be 
no further problems.

We continue to have reasonable turnouts on Saturday and Wednesday mornings, 
sometimes to compete, sometimes just for casual flying, or as casual as one can 
be on a frosty morning.  Although we haven’t had a lot of wind lately and the sky 
has been very smooth, I think we are all looking forward to warmer weather and 
the return of thermal conditions - even the hawks have been flapping their way 
about in recent times.

Rex Ashwell
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MAMS Membership and Subscription Structure

Ordinary Member (all Sections)                S55.00
Family membership                                   $60.00
Junior Member                                          $35.00
Country Member (+40km from Blenheim) $35.00
Life Member Nil.
Members may belong to any or all of the following Sections, for one Ordinary 

Membership fee: 
Engineering -    Boating   -   Flying.
Flying Section members may join MFNZ (Recommended) for an additional 

annual fee of:  Senior $95 Junior $30, and Family $100, paid to MAMS.
NOTE: MFNZ Fees must be paid to the club before 31 March. NEW members 
joining after1st October only have to pay half fees, however existing members 
renewing late, will still need to pay for a full year. Carl McMillan is the MAMS 
MFNZ Contact person regarding any MFNZ membership issues.
For on-line payments members just have to use the club account number, give 
their name and purpose of payment, i.e. MAMS subs, and/or MFNZ subs. 

SBS Bank Account number is 031355 0512739 00

Subscription Policy:   Financial membership shall cease if the required 
subscription fee has not been paid by the 31st of July.  Non-financial members 
are not covered by our insurance policy and therefore cannot operate their 
models at our designated sites, and they do not receive a Newsletter. 

(New members who have joined and paid their Subs from December 2019 
onwards are still considered paid up club members for 2020/2021 year)

Those who have paid their subscription since the last AGM may collect their
membership card and receipt from a folder on the notice board in the clubroom. 
Anyone  not  wishing  to  renew their  membership  please  let  the  treasurer,  or  a
committee member, know. If any flying section members are not renewing their
membership could they also return their key to the flying field.

Publication  dates:  1st week  of  February, April, June, August,  October, and
December.
Please get any items (Notices, articles, or for sale items etc) for the October issue
to the editor a few days before the end of September.
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